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Odderon at the LHC → Talk by Tim Raben



Odderon at the EIC?

small-x

spin
tomography

Three pillars of EIC science

No mention of Odderon in the 2012 EIC white paper…

Odderon?



Odderon at the EIC!

small-x

spin tomography

Three pillars of EIC science

Odderon is the quintessence of EIC science!

Odderon



Either large                       or large meson mass

Odderon in DIS 

Classic discovery channel of Odderon in DIS:  Exclusive              production

photon C-odd

Odderon C-odd 
C-even

Need a large scale to justify perturbative approaches

photoproduction previously measured by the 
H1 collaboration at HERA 

Exclusive two-pion production also proposed.

Hagler, Pire, Szymanowski, Teryaev (2002)

Czyzewski, Kwiecinski, Motyka, Sadzikowski (1996)



hep-ex/0206073

The community was traumatized by this null result…r 



Modern theory of Odderon in QCD

Small-x limit of QCD → Effective theory of Wilson lines

``Dipole S-matrix”

→ Talk by Leszek Motyka



Odderon as the imaginary part of dipole S-matrix
YH, Iancu, Itakura, McLerran (2004)

Flips signs under                             charge conjugation

Satisfies a non-linear evolution equation in rapidity  

Kovchegov, Szymanowski, Wallon (2003)    (large-Nc)     
YH, Iancu, Itakura, McLerran (2004)   (finite-Nc)

Pomeron                                 Odderon



impact parameter

transversely polarized  proton spin 

Odderon brothers

proportional to the transverse vector

However,        is a scalar, so there must be another 2D vector to contract indices.  

There are two possibilities 

Complete description of Odderon requires transverse momentum           , 
impact parameter      , and spin       →Wigner distribution

tomography

spin



QCD Wigner distribution, the `mother’ distribution

PDF
Form factor

charge

Belitsky, Ji, Yuan (2003)

TMD GPD



Odderons as GTMDs

Most general parametrization of Odderon matrix element in terms of GTMDs

There are three independent OdderonsTake-home message: 

GTMD = generalized TMD Wigner distributionFourier transform

Boussarie, YH, Szymanowski, Wallon (2020)



Spin-dependent Odderon

Compare this with the definition of the Sivers function

Spin-dependent Odderon = gluon Sivers function at small-x Zhou (2013)

Only one that survives in the limit               .  Sensitive to the proton’s spin state. 

For a transversely polarized proton,



Sivers function

Introduced by Sivers in 1990 to explain the observed 
large Single Spin Asymmetry (SSA)

Long history, many measurements, but so far most of the studies have been focused on 
the quark Sivers function.

Much interest in the possibility to access the gluon Sivers function at EIC

c.f., Zheng, Aschenauer, Lee, Xiao, Yin (2018)

Novel connection between Odderon and SSA!



Computing Odderon=gluon Sivers at small-x
Yao, Hagiwara, YH (2018)

Numerically solve the nonlinear-evolution equation
in the form

In the linear regime, Odderon intercept=1 
(Bartels-Lipatov-Vacca solution)

Saturation effects tend to suppress Odderon

No geometric scaling
spin

See also, 
Motyka (2005)
Lappi, Ramnath, Rummukainen, Weigert (2016)
Contreras, Levin, Meneses, Sanhueza (2020)



Spin-dependent Odderon can also be probed in processes which involve spin-flips.
Does not necessarily require polarized beams.

Contrary to prevailing belief, spin-flip amplitudes may survive at high energy 
because Odderon intercept =1. (sans saturation)

The same spinor product also nonvanishing if 
longitudinally polarized and if helicity flips 

proton helicity

The `flip’ side of           

c.f. 



Exclusive      production at EIC

Unpolarized cross section at small-x,

Proton elastic

Cross section in the forward limit dominated by Odderon=gluon Sivers!

Boussarie, YH, Szymanowski, Wallon (2020)

flip!



Exclusive       at the EIC: where to look for

Spin-dependent Odderon (gluon Sivers)

Spin-independent OdderonPrimakoff

Nonvanishing in the limit              : highly nontrivial 



finite as                without exciting proton! 

Only the transversely polarized 
photon can contribute

Transverse polarization vector          has to be 
contracted by another transverse vector.

Theorists suggested to excite proton. Berger et al. (1999) 
(P-wave wavefunction contains a transverse vector.)
This is why H1 measured neutrons from the decay 

Don’t forget proton is a spin-1/2 particle. We get a transverse vector when helicity flips

Naively, the only available vector is momentum transfer

→ vanishes as 

Why H1 measured neutrons (and why we don’t)



Larger       is also interesting, probe spin-independent Odderons

Could be a serious background 
if the Odderon cross section is very small. 

Discussion: H1 kinematics

Top EIC ep energy, top          energy desirable

Theorists are more comfortable with                           ….

My comments 

Background: Primakoff process

H1 says `negligible’ according to Pythia
(because the predicted cross section is large?)

Integrated luminosity 

Theory prediction
H1 upper limit 

We don’t have a prediction for the magnitude
of the cross section…

Photoproduction

cf. Dumitru, Stebel (2019)  (       production)



Exclusive       production at low energy

Probe of chiral-odd quark GPD                                          → tensor charge

Ahmad, Goldstein, Liuti (2009)
Goloskokov, Kroll (2011)

twist-3 pion distribution amplitude

At high energy, quark contribution dies away, 
and Odderon takes over.

Can we see this transition at the EIC?

Ongoing experiments at JLab



Connection to Odderons at the LHC

Five helicity amplitudes in elastic pp



Elastic cross section at the LHC

Elastic pp scattering, unpolarized

rho-parameter (spin non-flip)

double helicity-flip  



Quark-diquark model for pp 

Work in an asymmetric frame. Proton splits into a “dipole” 
consisting of a quark and a scalar diquark. 

Dominates        in the limitat work in the `dip’ region?

Hagiwara, YH, Pasechnik, Zhou (2020)

(spin-independent Odderon) (spin-dependent Odderon)



Energy dependence of helicity amplitudes from nonlinear evolution equations

Hagiwara, YH, Pasechnik, Zhou (2020)

Single and double spin flip

Total cross section



Discussion: Spin-flip amplitudes in pp at RHIC and LHC

can be measured from double 
transverse spin asymmetry 

Preliminary results from STAR at RHIC                               suggest 
small values, consistent with zero for the real part. 
(There may be room for debate in the fitting method…)

CNI analysis to extract the rho-parameter usually ignores spin-flip amplitudes. 
Can this be generalized to include       ? 

1812.04732 [TOTEM collaboration]



Odderon in AdS/CFT

Odderon = antisymmetric B-field in 10D SUGRA

Avsar, YH, Matsuo (2010)

type IIB superstring theory on                       dual to N=4 super YM at strong coupling  

Brower, Djuric, Tan (2009)

Caveat:  The leading Odderon with             is a gauge artifact. 
No corresponding operator in SYM.

Diagonal

Brower, Djuric, Tan (2009);   Brower, Costa, Djuric, Raben, Tan (2014)       

Off-diagonal

→ Becomes physical after Regegization



Total cross section difference

Our prediction 

in agreement with the original prediction by Lukaszuk and Nicolescu in 1973!  

Avsar, YH, Matsuo  (2010)

Our universe

Extra
d

im
en

sio
n

Baryon = D-brane in string theory   Witten (1998)

Exchange Reggeized B-field and 
compute the imaginary part.

Odderon decouples 
Use the first subleading Odderon

Intercept shifted after integrating over  

(attraction between like charges!)



Summary

• Take-home message: There are different types of Odderons, 
spin-dependent and spin-indepedent, classified by GTMDs.

• Odderon fits perfectly with the scope of EIC

• Fresh look at exclusive pi0 production with improved theory

• Complementary to the study of Odderons at the LHC


